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Question t (5+5)

a. Consider the following data set for a user of a movie store. You wish to learn the profile of the user for
recommending items using decision tree induction algorithm. Identify dependent and independent variables. Which
variable should be treated as the root of this tree? Which measure are you using to identify the root and why? Which
variables do appear at the leaves?

[Type Category Language Purchased
Long [Thriller Hindi Yes
1L0ng [Thriller Hindi Yes
Short action English !No
Long Thriller English Yes
Short Thriller Hindi Yes
Long [Thriller French iNo
Short action Hindi No
Long action English No
Long Irhriller English [Yes

b. The th row in the following matrix represents a single transaction by the buyer b, The non-zero entries in a row
represent the items bought together during the transactions and the corresponding value represents the preference
scores assigned to the items by the buyer. Use item-item based collaborative filtering algorithm to recommend two
more item to active buyer b-: Describe the steps involved in the algorithm.

Items
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5 6 4
5 8

9 7 8 6
2 4 6 4

8 3 5
8 3 7
Table I

Question 2 (5+5)

a. Prof. X announces in the class that he is going to auction off an envelope containing Rs. 125 using a single round all
pay auction. It is common knowledge that Mr. A and Mr. B are the only two bidders; and that they both are given Rs.
150 as the seed money; and they do not want to end up with negative balance. Both the players want to maximize their
total money (remaining seed + winning amount). The rules of the auction are:

• All the bidders bid simultaneously in the multiple ofRs. 50.
• In case both win the auction they will share the winning amount (Rs. 125)
• All bidders must pay Prof. X the amount of their bid.

Draw the payoff matrix. Find out the Nash equilibrium point. What is the auction outcome?

b. What is continuous double auction? Give the linear programming formulation of the continuous double auction for
a market where there are 6 sellers and 4 buyers with asks and bids as shown below. Determine the market equilibrium
price. How many transactions are possible in this market?
Asks(l2, 3, 8, 10, 16,30)
Bids (l0, 8, 20, 1)



Question 3 (5+5)

a. In order to find performance of their ecornmerce server a company collects the following observation from the log
file. During an hour of observation period, the total 36, 000 requests are made to the server. On an average 30 rns is
required to process each request at the web server. Use a single server queuing model, calculate the server utilization
and average response time. For an upcoming yearly discount season.almost five times more requests are expected per
hour. Do you think the capacity of the server is enough to handle the load? If not, what are the typical approaches to
handle this situation?

b. Consider the Customer Behavior Model Graph of an auction site. The numbers on each link corresponds to the
number of visits (in thousands). Draw the transition probability matrix. Find out the average session length and buy-
to-visit ratio.
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Question 4 (4xS, Answer any five)

a. Show the activities and information flow between supply chain members while implementing vendor managed
inventory (VMI) model for supply chain collaboration. How can this process be automated using Web services.?
b. Differentiate between supply chain integration and inter-operability. Explain with example.
c. Describe the steps involved in EDI. How does communication take place between partner organizations using EDI?
Compare EDI with XML.
d. What is the role of EPC infrastructure in automating the supply chain using RFID? What are the basic components
of this infrastructure? Describe EPC code used for this purpose.
e. Describe how GPS and GIS can be used in dynamic real-time vehicle management systems.
f. Differentiate between first degree, second degree and third degree price differentiation with example.
g. How to create transition probability matrix and average think time matrix from the access log data?
h. Describe the steps involved in extracting a user session from access log? The session created in this process may not
represent true user sessions. What are the reasons?
i. Compare the two approaches for collaborative filtering. Which one is better for online implementation and why?
j. Differentiate between optimal and efficient auctions. Show that Vickrey auction is an efficient auction mechanism.

(In case of missing data, please assume appropriate values with proper justification)


